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A house is divided. What happens when a king falls, affecting his entire organization in the process?
Canyon was once on top without a financial care in the world. With his boo, Symba by his side, he
never imagined the law--and an affair with his baby mama--would catch up with him. Blue and Zac,
like any young couple--have faced their fair share of problems. But things really get complicated
when a new guy comes into the picture. Raelyn and Caesar were the perfect match made in
heaven--until an unexpected robbery took place. Now they're slowly picking up the pieces while
they try to start new. Will loyalty continue to be an issue with this couple? And more importantly, will
Raelyn be able to handle her position as first lady of a drug empire?
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REALLY? THAT IS NOT HOW YOU END A BOOK WE DIDN'T GET NO TYPE OF CLOSER FROM
NONE OF THE CHARACTER IN THIS BOOK AND IT WAS LIKE WE WAS JUST READING PART
THREE OF THE BOOK NOT THE FINALE . NOW THAT THAT'S OUT OF THE WAY LOL THIS
BOOK WAS REALLY GOOD AND IT LEFT YOU WANTING MORE SO I HOPE IT'S GOING TO BE
BOOK ABOUT EACH CHARACTER AND THEIR MAN CAUSE I NEED TO KNOW WHAT'S UP

WITH BLUE .

I really was enjoying the story until it went off track. There were too many unanswered, unresolved
issues. I thought the writer was setting up for another installment, but it was just an abrupt end.
What happened with Sac and Blue,Jazh, Ram's wife and kids, Ceasar and Canyon, Symba, Rea,
and on and on. However, I still recommend the series.

This book was a good book ago though towards the end it left some unanswered questions.
Hopefully some of these characters have a spinoff. Especially Blue and Lamont! Rae and Caesar
also need something. Can't leave us hanging with the pregnancy and the engagement. Overall it
was a good read.

I enjoyed the finale but it ended to soon. I think there could have been a little more. Plus I would
have liked to know more about Blue, Lamont & Zac. We were left hanging. I also wish the book
talked more about Rae and Ceasar. Over all I loved all the characters.

I give it four stars because it was good but not good as one and two the author had me wanting
more in the other books there are two many unanswered questions like what's going on with blue
after Lamont went to Miami she found out she was pregnant is it Zac or Lamont baby jhaz got
everything she deserved how could she do ceaser like that for Ramses money hungry inconsiderate
lowdown tale he deserved to die to after what he did to ceaser and rae Canyon and symba finally
got it together but kalessi was wrong had canyon thinking that baby was his when all the time it was
his best friend ceaser its a good book but I think the end could have been more detailed now I'm
wondering is there going to be a new series with blue and her men or canyon and symba

This book was all over the place to me. No real setting. All the characters had similar storylines they
were also almost described the same as if they were related. Timeline was completely inaccurate.
The drama was repetitive and tiring. It was like reading book 1&2. Nothing makes sense in this
book. Amateur dialogue,this is rushed work. Almost a month later and I'm just finishing this book.
One of the worst endings I ever came across. I won't even bother to read the last two. This may
very well be my first and last read from this author!

Dam, now this how you put out a series, by having all the books in the series out at the the same

time not months apart and I don't even remember what's going on in the first place. This Author was
a total genius for this and many of those other Authors out there can learn a thing or two on how to
properly drop a Series. I don't even feel sorry for Jhasmin,, she deserves everything that happen to
her for staying with that loser Ramses. I really like Lamont and Blue together so I hope they stay
together. I can't believe Canyon's daughter turned out to be Ceaser's like damming, a major
shocker, I didn't see that coming at all. I hope everybody get it together in the next book, which I
can't wait to read.

This book was all over the place to me. No real setting. All the characters had similar storylines they
were also almost described the same as if they were related. Timeline was completely inaccurate.
The drama was repetitive and tiring. It was like reading book 1&2. Nothing makes sense in this
book. Amateur dialogue,this is rushed work. Almost a month later and I'm just finishing this book.
One of the worst endings I ever came across. I won't even bother to read the last two. I am only
finishing this series because I always start what I finish; however, this is probably the last read from
this author. Someone else wrote this review but it fit the way I feel to the T. Very disappointed! I may
just wait to read the next 2 if I read them at all.
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